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Short description of possible research topics for a PhD: Measuring human ventilation is a challenge because currently available techniques all induce ventilatory changes. Contactless approaches are therefore desirable. The laboratories involved in this project have developed an airborne ultrasound approach capable of characterizing respiratory movements in a fully ecological context (surface motion camera, SMC). Furthermore, this approach gives access to a regional segmentation of the dynamic behavior of the rib cage, which opens new avenue regarding the diagnosis of respiratory disorders. The PhD involved in this project will participate in experiments aimed at validating the SMC approach in normal individuals and in patients, will participate in the analysis of the corresponding data, and will be involved in the technological progression of the device development. He will be supervised by both physiologists and physicians on one hand, and physicists and engineers on the other hand. More details can be obtained by writing to the advisors, see above.

Required background of the student: The project can welcome either a PhD with a physics and engineering background [who will then be involved in the technical and signal processing aspects of the project] or a PhD with a medicine or physiology background [who will then be involved in human experiments and data analysis]. The ideal would be a student with technical skills in medical imaging and respiratory physiology.

A list of 5(max.) representative publications of the group, related to the research topic:  